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ABSTRACT
The sound quality and noise level of the compressor are obviously affected by balance of the crank-shaft system. An
intermittent abnormal noise problem on a customer air-conditioner was detected through the crank-shaft
displacement test, it is caused by the radial and longitudinal imbalance of the crank-shaft system of the rotary
compressor. The test shows that the abnormal noise develops with the radial and longitudinal run-out of the
crank-shaft of the compressor, the forces of the crank-shaft system are studied with the mechanical model and the
optimization design schemes are obtained to solve the noise problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the expansion of air conditioning product market, the customers take up higher requirements to air conditioners
in terms of various performances. The noises of the air conditioners directly influence the experiences of the
customers. It is required that the both noise value and sound quality of the air conditioners will satisfy customer
demands. As a main component of the air conditioner system, the compressors are meeting the same problems and
requirements. When a certain model of rotary compressor newly developed by our company is being tested in air
conditioner system, there are unstable abnormal noises when the compressor is running at high frequencies or when
the work condition is fluctuating.
Via noise and vibration tests and shaft system displacement tests, the mechanism of abnormal noise of the
compressor and the influence factors are studied in this paper. The improvement measures are proposed accordingly,
and improvement effects are verified with tests.

2. ANALYSIS OF ABNORMAL NOISE COMPONENTS
2.1 The Relation between the Abnormal Noise Spectrum and Pressure Variation
When the discharge and suction pressures increase or vary during operation of air conditioner system, abnormal
noises appear from the compressor and the noise value increases. After the discharge and suction pressures of the
compressor are monitored and compressor noise variation with the change of time is recorded with BK tester, it is
found that with the increase of compressor discharge pressure, abnormal discontinuous noises issue from the
compressor and noise values increase, showing that the pressure variation influences the stable operation of the
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components inside the compressor.

Figure 1:

Compressor abnormal noise and pressure variation

2.2 Noise and Vibration Test Analysis of the Compressor
The spectrum analysis is carried out for the noise data obtained from the range in which the compressor abnormal
noise appears. The noise values from 700 Hz to 1000 Hz frequency range are relatively high when abnormal noises
issue from the compressor. At the same time , it is found from the vibration tests that the axial and radial vibrations
of compressor pump increase. And the vibration components agree with abnormal noise components of noise
spectrum.

So it is predicted that the abnormal noise is due to operation stability of compressor shaft system.

Figure 2:

Spectrum of air conditioner system

2.3 Displacement Test and Modal Analysis of Compressor Shaft System
An electric eddy current displacement sensor is set radially on the compressor shaft, see figure below, to test the
shaft displacement of the compressor when abnormal noises appear. It can be seen from the test data that the radial
displacement of the compressor shaft increases when abnormal noises appear,

meaning the shaft stability decreases

when abnormal noises issue from the compressor.
At the same time, compressor shaft mode is calculated so to confirm how many resonant frequencies are contained
within 700~1000 Hz frequency range of the compressor pump. Its frequency components are as same as those of
abnormal noise of the compressor, showing that the unstable compressor shaft causes collision of shaft system
components with pump components. The collision excites pump mode resulting in abnormal noise.
24th International Compressor Engineering Conference at Purdue, July 9-12, 2018
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abnormal

Figure 3 (a): Displacement test of compressor shaft

normal

Figure 3 (b): Shaft displacement

3. ANALYSIS OF SHAFT SYSTEM BALANCE
3.1 Pressure Pulsation Analysis
During operation of rotary compressor, the radial forces inflicted on the shaft system are: gravities of shaft
components, gas forces of top/bottom chambers of the motor, axial magnetic pull of motor and the friction force
between the shaft system and flanges. The equations of the forces inflicted on the shaft system are:

F =Fp +G +Ff  FMA

(1)

Fp   PL  PU   S

(2)

M  FMR  L1  G  L2

(3)

Where Fp is the pulsation pressure difference between top/bottom chambers of the motor, PL is the pulsation pressure
of bottom chambers of the motor, PU the pulsation pressure of top chambers of the motor, S is force area of the rotor,
G is the gravity of shaft system components, Ff is the friction force between the shaft and flanges, FMA is the axial
magnetic pull of motor, M is the overturning moment of the shaft system, FMR is the radial magnetic pull, L1 is the
axial distance from radial magnetic pull to shaft system supporting point, L2 is the axial distance from gravity center
of shaft system to shaft system supporting point.
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Figure 4:

Forces inflicted on the shaft system of the compressor

It is known from the equation (1), when pressure pulsation difference between the top/bottom chamber of
compressor motor fluctuates considerably, shaft system may drift up and down, while insufficient axial magnetic
pull of motor will make the axial drift becoming worse. Insufficient rigidity of the shaft system during compressor
operation may cause bending of the shaft system, and the fluctuation of radial magnetic force of motor will increase
the overturning moment M of the shaft system, resulting in drop of shaft stability. So if the stability of the shaft
system is to be re-enforced, the pressure pulsation fluctuation shall be reduced, axial magnetic pull increased,
rigidity of the shaft system re-enforced and radial magnetic pull fluctuation of motor lowered.

4. ANALYSIS OF IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
4.1 Lower the Pressure Pulsation
The pulsation pressure difference between top/bottom chamber of the compressor is influenced by the factors like
flow area, volume and structure of the muffler, suction pressure and discharge pressure etc. From the test data, it can
be seen that the pulsation pressure difference between top/bottom chamber of the can be reduced by enlarging flow
area of the stator and increasing the muffler volume. Two-layer muffler structure will reduce gas flow pressure at
muffler outlet and pressure amplitude of top/bottom chamber. But two-layer muffler structure will increase pressure
loss of the muffler, so to reduce the energy and efficiency of the compressor. With bigger evaporator and condenser
of the air conditioner system, the operation load and the pressure pulsation of the compressor may be reduced, but
the production cost will go up.
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Figure 5: test of compressor pressure pulsation
Table 1: pressure pulsation difference between top/bottom chamber of compressor motor
scheme

flow area of the

Volume of lower

Two-layer muffler

stator increase 30%

muffler increase 75%

structure

-35%

-35%

-10%

pulsation pressure between
top/bottom chamber

4.2 Increase Axial Magnetic Pull
The axial magnetic pull of motor will be increased and the axial stability of the shaft system will be re-enforced if
the stator/rotor height difference of compressor is increased. The calculation results show that axial magnetic pull of
motor increases with the increase of stator/rotor height difference. When the stator/rotor height difference reaches
2.5 mm, the axial magnetic pull reaches saturation, so the stator/rotor height difference shall be smaller than 2.5 mm.

Figure 6: axial magnetic pull with different stator/rotor height difference

4.3 Re-Enforce the Rigidity of the Shaft System
When the compressor is operating, the insufficient strength of the component structure of the shaft system will cause
bending which may affect the radial stability of the shaft system. From the simulation results, it can be seen that the
deflection of the shaft system can be reduced if the structural strengths of the top flange journal and the shaft are
re-enforced.
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Figure 7: deflection model of shaft system
Table 2: deflection calculation comparison of shaft system
Description
items

Deflection of the shaft

Material of

Diameter of

Diameter of top

crankshaft

crankshaft

flange journal

Original design

QT550

21mm

26mm

136.4

Design A

QT600

23mm

31mm

106.3

(um)

4.4 Reduce the Fluctuation of Motor Radial Magnetic Pull
Asymmetric structure of motor influences the motor radial magnetic pull, the stability of the shaft system will
become worse. Comparing the influences of single semicircle slot and no-slot structure in the rotor on the motor
radial magnetic pull, via calculation it can be seen that buy adopting semicircle orifice rotor, radial force of motor
fluctuates remarkably, so the radial stability of shaft system is affected.
magnetic force becomes stable. So during

After deleting single slot in the rotor, radial

motor design stage, the asymmetric structure like single slot in the rotor

shall be avoided so to reduce the fluctuation of radial magnetic force on the radial stability of the shaft system.

Figure 8(a): motor with single semicircle slot rotor

Figure 8(b): radial magnetic force comparison
between single semicircle slot rotor and no-slot rotor
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5. TEST VERIFICATION
To verify the influences of the factors mentioned above on the stability of the compressor shaft system, the
compressor samples with different designs are assembled, the design schemes include re-enforcing the flange
structure, deleting the compliant groove in the flange, increasing the stator/rotor height difference, deleting the
semicircle slot in the rotor, increasing flow area of the motor and enlarging muffler volume. Comparing the noise
test results of compressor samples with two designs, it is found that the total noise value of the compressor is
reduced by 3.9 dB after the improvement of shaft system stability. The noise within 700~1000 Hz range is reduced
by 3 dB, the sound quality is normal without abnormal noise. Thus showing that the optimization schemes
mentioned above are effective to improve shaft system stability, and the problem of abnormal noise of the
compressor can be solved.
Table 3: noise spectra of air conditioner system with normal design and optimization design
item

scheme

1

Original design

2

peak value of

Noise value（dB）

noise at 160Hz（dB）

Design with motor and shaft
system optimization
∆

51.5

55.5

42.9

51.6

8.6 ↓

3.9 ↓

6. CONCLUSIONS
To solve the problem of abnormal discontinuous noise of rotary compressor, the stability of compressor shaft system
is studied in this paper. The influence of stability of compressor shaft system on the abnormal noise of the
compressor is analyzed, and the following conclusions are reached via test verification:
1） The abnormal discontinuous noise of rotary compressor relates with stability of compressor shaft system. Via
shaft system displacement test, it is confirmed that the insufficient stability of the shaft system causes the
collision between shaft and bottom flange, resulting in abnormal noise.
2） Through force model analysis of the shaft system, it is clarified that the major factors influencing the stability of
compressor shaft system include pressure pulsation difference between top/bottom chamber of motor, rigidity of
the shaft system, axial magnetic pull of motor and fluctuation of radial magnetic force of motor.
3） The test results have confirmed the correctness of the analysis described above. By re-enforcing the stability of
the shaft system, the abnormal noise of the compressor can be effectively solved.

NOMENCLATURE
F

summations of axial forces of the shaft system

(N)

Fp

pulsation pressure difference

(N)

G

gravity of shaft system components

(N)

PL

pulsation pressure of bottom chambers of the motor

(Pa)

PU

pulsation pressure of top chambers of the motor

(Pa)
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S

force area of the rotor

(m2)

Ff

friction force between the shaft and flanges

(N)

FMR

axial magnetic pull force of motor

(N)

FMA

axial magnetic pull of motor

(N)

M

overturning moment of the shaft system

(N.m)

L1

axial distance from radial magnetic pull to shaft system supporting point

(m)

L2

axial distance from gravity center of shaft system to shaft system supporting point

(m)
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